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Executive Summary

This annual report is submitted by the Health Care Authority (HCA) on behalf of the Dr. Robert Bree Collaborative (Collaborative) to the Washington State Legislature as directed in Engrossed Substitute House Bill 1311 (ESHB 1311), Section 3, and enacted as chapter 313, Laws of 2011. ESHB 1311 amends Chapter 70.250 RCW, the advanced diagnostic imaging workgroup.

HCA is the sponsoring agency of the Collaborative, a public/private consortium created to improve health care quality, cost-effectiveness, and outcomes in Washington State. This is the first annual report submitted by HCA on behalf of the Collaborative. This report describes the achievements of the Collaborative since its inception, August 2011 through October 2012.

ESHB 1311, Section 3 calls for the Collaborative to:

“report to the administrator of the authority regarding the health services areas it has chosen and strategies proposed. The administrator shall review the strategies recommended in the report, giving strong consideration to the direction provided in section 1, chapter 313, Laws of 2011 and this section. The administrator's review shall describe the outcomes of the review and any decisions related to adoption of the recommended strategies by state purchased health care programs. Following the administrator's review, the collaborative shall report to the legislature and the governor regarding chosen health services, proposed strategies, the results of the administrator's review, and available information related to the impact of strategies adopted in the previous three years on the cost and quality of care provided in Washington state. The initial report must be submitted by November 15, 2011, with annual reports thereafter.”

The Collaborative was formed in August 2011. During its first year the Collaborative achieved significant accomplishments, even exceeding its legislative mandate. Year one accomplishments include:

- Appointment and active participation of twenty-four clinical and quality experts, working together to decrease variation and improve health care quality in WA State.
- Convened six Collaborative meetings.
- Achieved goal set by Governor Gregoire in fall 2011: by July 2012, develop at least one impactful statewide solution to a significant health care problem in our state.
- Exceeded legislative mandate by selecting four topics: Obstetrics, Cardiology (appropriateness of cardiac interventions), Potentially Avoidable Readmissions, and Spine Care/Low back pain.
- Completed and published a landmark report on improving the quality of Obstetrics care.
- Improved measurement, reporting and transparency of inappropriate cardiac procedures.
- Convened and/or created four workgroups, including a payment reform subgroup for the prevention of avoidable readmissions.
- Temporary funding funded a project manager position, but a permanent funding solution is needed.

The Collaborative had a highly successful first year and delivered beyond its mandate. Over the next year, the Collaborative will continue to produce valuable recommendations that will undoubtedly improve the quality of care delivered in Washington State.
**Background and History**

Despite an explosion in biomedical knowledge, dramatic innovation in therapies and surgical procedures, and improved management of conditions that previously were fatal, American health care is falling short on basic dimensions of quality, outcomes, costs, and equity.\(^1\) Evidence suggests that a substantial proportion of health care expenditures is wasted, leading to little improvement in health outcomes or in the quality of care. National estimates vary on waste and excess health care costs, but they are large: approximately $750 billion in 2009.\(^2\) Substantial variation in practice patterns or high utilization trends can be indicators of poor quality and potential waste in the health care system.

Governor Gregoire, the Legislature and the people of Washington State expect a health care system that is both high quality and affordable, with little waste. To achieve a high quality health care system, Governor Gregoire and the Legislature acknowledge that efforts are needed across the health care system to improve the quality and cost-effectiveness of health care services provided in Washington State and to improve care outcomes for patients. As a result, over the past eight years both have led and supported many quality and value-based efforts in Washington State, including the creation of the Washington State Quality Forum, the Health Technology Assessment program, the Washington State Advanced Imaging Management project, and most recently the Dr. Robert Bree Collaborative (Collaborative). All of these quality efforts were a result of the Washington State Blue Ribbon Commission on Health Care Costs and Access recommendation, which the Legislature was deeply involved in.

The Collaborative is an offshoot of the Washington State Advanced Imaging Management (AIM) project. It is named in memory of Dr. Robert Bree, who was a pioneer in the imaging field and a key member of the AIM project.

**Overview of ESHB 1311 – Dr. Robert Bree Collaborative**

The Collaborative was established by the Washington State Legislature in 2011 to provide a mechanism for public and private health care purchasers, health carriers, and providers to work together to identify and recommend evidence-based strategies to improve the quality, outcomes, and cost-effectiveness of health care. ESHB amends RCW 70.250.010 (Advanced Diagnostic Imaging Workgroup definition) and 70.250.030 (Implementation of Evidence-based Practice Guidelines or Protocols); adds a new section to chapter 70.250 RCW; creates a new section; and repeals RCW 70.250.020.

Annually, the Collaborative must identify up to three areas of health care services for which either substantial variation exist in practice patterns or high utilization trends in Washington are not accompanied by better care outcomes. Both of these trends may be indicators of poor quality and potential waste in the health care system.

Upon the identification of such health care services, the Collaborative must analyze and identify evidence-based best practices to improve quality and reduce variation in practice patterns. The Collaborative must also identify sources and methods for data collection and reporting to establish baseline utilization rates and ways to measure the impact of strategies reviewed by the Collaborative. To the extent possible, the Collaborative must minimize cost and administrative effort for reporting and use existing data resources.
The Collaborative must also identify strategies to increase the use of evidence-based practices. The strategies may include:

- Goals for appropriate utilization rates;
- Peer-to-peer consultation;
- Provider feedback reports;
- Use of patient decision aids;
- Incentives for the appropriate use of health services;
- Centers of Excellence or other provider qualification standards;
- Quality improvement systems; and
- Service utilization or outcome reporting.

If the Collaborative chooses a health care service for which there is substantial variation in practice patterns or a high or low utilization trends in Washington State, and a lack of evidence-based best practice approaches, it should consider strategies that will promote improved care outcomes, such as patient decision aids, provider feedback reports, centers of excellence or other provider qualification standards, and research to improve care quality and outcomes.

The Collaborative should consist of the following representatives, to be appointed by the Governor:

- Two representatives of health carriers or third party administrators;
- One representative of a health maintenance organization;
- One representative of a national health carrier;
- Two physicians representing large multispecialty clinics with 50 or more physicians, one of which is a primary care provider;
- Two physicians representing clinics with fewer than 50 physicians, one of which is a primary care provider;
- One osteopathic physician;
- Two physicians representing the largest hospital-based physician groups in the state;
- Three representatives of hospital systems, at least one of whom is responsible for quality;
- Three representatives of self-funded purchasers;
- Two representatives of state-purchased health care programs; and
- One representative of the Puget Sound Health Alliance.

The Governor must appoint the chair of the Collaborative, and the HCA must convene the Collaborative. The Collaborative must add members or establish clinical committees as needed to acquire clinical expertise in particular health care service areas under review. Each clinical committee shall include at least two members of the specialty or subspecialty society most experienced with the health service identified for review.

ESHB 1311, Section 3 calls for the Collaborative to “report to the administrator of the authority regarding the health services areas it has chosen and strategies proposed. The administrator shall review the strategies recommended in the report, giving strong consideration to the direction provided in section 1, chapter 313, Laws of 2011 and this section. The administrator's review shall describe the outcomes of the review and any decisions related to adoption of the recommended strategies by state purchased health care programs. Following the administrator's review, the collaborative shall report to the legislature and the governor regarding chosen health services, proposed strategies, the results of the administrator's review, and available information related to the impact of strategies adopted in the previous three years on the cost and quality of care provided in Washington State.”
No member may be compensated for his or her service. Members of the Collaborative and clinical committees are immune from civil liability for any decisions made in good faith while conducting work related to the Collaborative or its clinical committees. The guidelines or protocols identified under this section shall not be construed to establish the standard of care or duty of care owed by health care providers.

The Collaborative's proceedings must be open to the public and notice of meetings must be provided at least ten days in advance. The Collaborative should actively solicit federal or private funds and in-kind contributions necessary to complete its work in a timely fashion. The Collaborative may not begin its work unless there are sufficient federal, private, or state funds available.

The Collaborative is exempt from state antitrust laws and is provided immunity from federal antitrust laws through the state action doctrine. Otherwise, activities undertaken pursuant to efforts designed and implemented under this act might be constrained by such laws. Also, it is not the intent of the Legislature to mandate payment or coverage decisions by private health care purchasers or carriers. However, it is the intent of the Legislature that quality indicators recommended by the Bree Collaborative would be adopted and used by all private payers in Washington State.

The Creation of the Bree Collaborative

In August 2011, Governor Gregoire appointed 23 health care experts to serve on the Bree Collaborative, in accordance with the requirements laid out in the Collaborative legislation (ESHB 1311). Collaborative members were selected by Governor Gregoire from nominations put forth by the Washington State Hospital Association (WSHA), Washington State Medical Association (WSMA), the Association of Washington Healthcare Plans (AWHP) and other community stakeholders. (See Appendix A for a current list of Bree Collaborative members). Governor Gregoire appointed Steve Hill to serve as the Collaborative Chair. Mr. Hill is the director of the Washington State Department of Retirement Systems, current chair of the Puget Sound Health Alliance, and member of Governor Gregoire’s health care cabinet.

A steering committee was created and appointed by the Chair, to provide strategic advice and guidance. (See Appendix A for a current list of steering committee members).

The Collaborative secured initial funding for project management using the federal SHAP grant through the end of 2012. Funding for the first six months of 2013 comes from state agency contributions with some federal Medicaid matching funds. The Foundation for Health Care Quality was selected to provide project management for the Collaborative and hire a program manager. A program manager was hired in January 2012. Additional funding for project management has been identified and secured through June 2013.

Since its inception, the Collaborative has held six meetings: September 2011; and January, March, May, August, and October 2012. The next meetings are scheduled for November 30, 2012 and February 1, 2013. Meeting agendas and materials for all Collaborative meetings are posted in advance on the Collaborative’s website, a subset of the HCA’s Health Technology Assessment website.
At its inaugural meeting, in September 2011, Governor Gregoire set the following goal: by July 2012, develop at least one impactful statewide solution to a significant health care problem in our state. The Governor’s goal relates to solving vexing health care problems and scaling up good solutions statewide, which Washington State has had a problem doing in health care. In its first year, the Collaborative has been able to scale up best practices statewide, which is one major value of the Collaborative.

The Collaborative has drafted bylaws to set policies and procedures to govern the Collaborative beyond the mandates established by the Collaborative legislation (ESHB 1311). The Collaborative is slated to finalize and adopt bylaws at its November 30, 2012 meeting.

**Selected Health Services and Topics & Proposed Strategies**

At its September 2011, January 2012 and March 2012 meetings, the Collaborative heard presentations by Collaborative members and invited experts on a variety of health topics and procedures identified as showing the most promise for improvement in health outcomes. Copies of all presentations are posted on the Collaborative website, here. Topics included: 1) Obstetrics/Maternity Care/C-section rates; 2) Readmissions; 3) Spinal/Lumbar Fusion; 4) Appropriate Cardiac Interventions; and 5) Management of Prostate Cancer.

After its September 2011 meeting, the Washington State Agency Medical Directors (AMDG) group was consulted for their input on topic selection. Based on AMDG’s input, the Collaborative members voted and prioritized topics to pursue additional research where it could make a positive impact. Based on survey results and input from Collaborative members, the Collaborative selected four topics to explore and make recommendations for improvement in year one:

1. Obstetrics
2. Cardiology (appropriateness of cardiac interventions)
3. Potentially Avoidable Readmissions
4. Spine Care/Low back pain

**Obstetrics**

A large body of evidence and administrative data shows that substantial variation exists in obstetrics (OB) care practice patterns and services across providers and facilities in Washington State despite local and national quality improvement efforts. For example, the elective delivery rate between 37 and 39 weeks among Washington hospitals varies significantly, from zero to 31%.

At its September 2011 meeting the Bree Collaborative identified OB as the top priority topic and a topic the Collaborative could make a positive impact on in 2012. The Collaborative formed an OB subgroup in fall 2011 to review OB data and recommend a strategy for the Collaborative to effectively decrease variation and improve outcomes in obstetrics care.

**OB Subgroup**

The OB subgroup included representatives from all stakeholder groups, including four clinicians with expertise in obstetrics and gynecology representing various delivery systems in
Washington State. (See Appendix A for a list of OB subgroup members). The OB subgroup met approximately ten times from December until May. All subgroup meetings were well attended; all subgroup members were highly engaged in the topic and deeply committed to producing and delivering actionable, evidence-based recommendations to the Collaborative.

At OB subgroup meetings the subgroup reviewed data and clinical literature, developed goals and focus areas where the Collaborative could spark improvement and leverage existing efforts (such as the Washington State Perinatal Collaborative) and identified strategies to increase the use of evidence-based practices.

As a result of its research, the OB subgroup identified three causes of variation in obstetrics care:

1. Lack of universal labor and delivery management guidelines and standards, which can lead to subjective decision making by individual providers;
2. Lack of actionable data and a community data repository with non-administrative OB data to measure the quality of care delivered; and
3. Few national OB measures exist, so even if data were available, quality of obstetrics care is hard to measure.

The Collaborative reviewed and provided feedback on draft reports at the January and March Collaborative meetings. Copies of draft reports were posted on the Collaborative website for public review prior to each Collaborative meeting.

**OB Final Report**

The OB subgroup completed its final report and recommendations in May, and the Collaborative reviewed and adopted the final report with minor changes at its May 2012 meeting. Additional changes to the final report were proposed in June and July. The Collaborative considered and approved the changes, and adopted the report with the changes at its August 2012 meeting. (See Appendix B for a copy of the final OB report).

In the final OB report, the Collaborative identified three focus areas and goals for OB improvement:

1. *Elective Deliveries*: eliminate all elective deliveries before the 39th week (those deliveries for which there is no appropriate documentation of medical necessity).
2. *Elective Inductions of Labor*: decrease elective inductions of labor between 39 and up to 41 weeks.
3. *Primary C-Sections*: decrease unsupported variation among Washington hospitals in the primary C-section rate.

In its final report, the Collaborative proposed detailed recommendations that each stakeholder – hospitals, purchasers, Washington State, individual providers, and health plans – should and can implement to improve the quality of obstetrics care. The recommendations are organized into a framework of five areas of quality improvement:

1. Strong leadership and commitment to quality improvement.
2. Evidence-based or tested clinical guidelines and protocols.
3. Transparency of selected OB procedures, by facility.
4. Patient education.
5. Realignment of financial and non-financial incentives.
OB Implementation Plan

The Collaborative adopted an OB implementation plan at its August 2012 meeting. (See Appendix C for the OB Implementation Plan). The purpose of the OB implementation plan is to create a “road map” to disseminate the OB final report and educate stakeholders across Washington State on the Collaborative’s OB quality improvement recommendations.

To date, the OB final report has been sent to over 1,000 OB and quality stakeholders, thanks to the help of Collaborative members, the Washington State Department of Health and WSHA:

- Leaders and clinicians at all birthing hospitals in Washington State (69 hospitals): Hospital CEOs, Administrators, Quality Leaders, Obstetrical Providers, Chief Medical Officers (CMOs), Chief Nursing Officer and Public Policy leads;
- Washington State Perinatal Collaborative;
- CEOs at all major public and private health plans operating in Washington State; and
- Washington State Health Care Authority provider listserv.

Collaborative staff also presented the report to the Puget Sound Health Alliance Purchaser Affinity Group in July. The report was also featured in its September newsletter.

Governor Gregoire is scheduled to speak at the annual Washington State Obstetrical Association at the end of November, in which the OB final report will be a focus. A press conference will be held following her speech to highlight the OB final report and its efforts to scale up best practices of other OB quality initiatives led by partners like the Washington State Hospital Association, March of Dimes, and the WA Department of Health.

The Collaborative will continue to actively disseminate and promote the OB report to stakeholders across Washington State, with an emphasis on employers and purchasers, until the end of 2012.

Cardiology (Appropriateness of Cardiac Interventions)

The medical director of COAP (Clinical Outcomes Assessment Program), a statewide quality improvement program housed at the Foundation for Health Care Quality, presented data on a cardiac procedure called Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) at the January, March and May Collaborative meetings. He also proposed strategies that the Collaborative could endorse to accelerate improved measurement and transparency of COAP PCI data, which, in turn, would ultimately improve the quality of cardiac care and outcomes in Washington State.

PCI is a critical yet expensive tool in the management of coronary heart disease. Between 12,000 and 15,000 of these procedures are performed in Washington State each year. The majority are done emergently for acute conditions. However, a significant number are done on an “elective” non-acute basis, generally when other medical management has failed to control symptoms. Widely accepted national guidelines exist which allow the appropriateness of both emergent and non-acute PCI procedures to be classified if the necessary data is available.

COAP data show that there is wide variation among hospitals in Washington State as to when PCIs are performed appropriately – particularly in non-acute situations – as defined by these national guidelines. Another issue is the absence of some data elements which are critical to the
algorithms used to determine appropriateness in these non-acute procedures. Some hospitals may not routinely collect or reliably document all of the information necessary in order to evaluate whether a procedure can be classified as "appropriate". Missing or insufficient data hinder quality improvement efforts as PCI appropriate use criteria help identify appropriate practice patterns and facilitate highly effective and efficient care.

Appropriate use is just one of many outcomes that COAP measures using data collected from hospitals. COAP analyzes data with feedback in the form of an annual risk-adjusted dashboard and distributes quarterly and annual descriptive reports to hospitals. Hospitals receive analyses on their own performance at both the facility and provider level. Hospitals also receive comparisons between their performance and the aggregate outcomes for the state as well as other individual hospitals. COAP members also have access to other hospitals’ reports identified by name. However, hospital-specific data and analyses are only available within the password protected member’s section and are not available to the public.

*Collaborative Recommendation to Increase Measurement and Reporting of Appropriateness of PCIs*

The Collaborative relied on the clinical expertise of COAP staff, the COAP management committee, special advisors to COAP, and a small informal group of Collaborative members and representatives for clinical advice and recommendations. The COAP management committee consists of twelve clinicians with cardiac and quality expertise including two Collaborative members. Representatives from The Boeing Company, Regence and the Puget Sound Health Alliance served on the group of advisors.

The Collaborative in February 2012 asked the COAP management committee to publicly post hospitals' insufficient information reports and appropriateness of PCI results. The strategy behind publicly posting hospitals' appropriateness of PCI results is that it will incent hospitals to improve data collection and documentation. This shift will likely lead to a reduction in the amount of missing or insufficient information, and improve transparency. The COAP management committee approved the Collaborative’s request and agreed to provide technical assistance to hospitals to reduce the amount of missing data and improve the ability to classify the appropriateness of procedures.

At the annual COAP meeting in May, Collaborative members including representatives from Boeing, Regence, Washington State, and the Puget Sound Health Alliance attended a breakout session and stressed the importance of transparency of quality information. They also emphasized that employers need quality information to make smart purchasing decisions, and in the future will not contract with hospitals that do not make their performance data publicly available.

In July 2012, the Collaborative proposed in a letter to COAP management committee a four-step process with target completion dates to reduce insufficient information and share the results publicly on a quarterly basis. *(See Appendix D for a copy of the letter sent from the Collaborative to COAP).* The proposed process allows time for hospitals to improve their documentation and employ methods for improvement before appropriateness results are posted on the website. COAP management approved the process and target dates which are listed below.

**Step 1:** An appropriate use insufficient information report (2012 data) by hospital will be posted on the COAP members-only section of the COAP website. *Target date: August 1, 2012.*
Step 2: COAP will provide feedback to hospitals and tools for reducing the amount of insufficient information in their data. **Target date: August – December 2012.**

Step 3: An updated appropriate use insufficient information report (based on 4th Quarter 2012 data only), by hospital, will be given to the Bree Collaborative and hospitals to review. Hospitals will have the option not to be identified. **Target date: April 15, 2013.**

Step 4: Once hospitals have been given a chance to employ methods for improvement, and any corrections they might have made have been incorporated, an updated report (based on 4th Quarter 2012 data only) will be posted on the public section of the COAP website. The Bree Collaborative will also ask the Puget Sound Health Alliance to post COAP data on its Community Checkup website, which compares data on health care services across the Puget Sound region, on a quarterly basis. Hospitals will have the option to not be identified. **Target date: May 1, 2013.** (See Appendix D for a sample report how the un-blinded data would be presented).

**Status of Collaborative Recommendation**

Step 1 was completed in August. Step 2 is in process. To date, COAP staff has met with several hospitals that have requested assistance. COAP staff is working on a patient-level report for each hospital which identifies the specific reasons the hospital had either inappropriate or insufficient data for evaluation. In addition, COAP staff will reach out to review this report with hospitals before the end of December 2012.

Collaborative staff is currently drafting a final report on its cardiology recommendation to be submitted to HCA for consideration and review.

**Future Efforts to Promote Measurement and Transparency of Cardiac Interventions and Procedures**

COAP and Collaborative staff will meet to discuss how the Collaborative can improve and incent improved measurement and transparency of additional COAP cardiac measures.

**Potentially Avoidable Readmissions**

Once the Collaborative selected preventable hospital readmissions as a topic to research in September, select Collaborative members and WSHA staff were invited to present on the problem. At the September, January, and March Collaborative meetings, they presented information on community-wide efforts to reduce readmissions as well as strategies employed by individual hospitals.

Potentially avoidable readmissions (PARs) are common and costly events. It is estimated that nationally, the cost for unplanned or potentially avoidable readmissions in 2004 was $17.4 billion. The PAR rate is increasingly seen as a reflection of a local health care system’s ability or inability to coordinate care for patients across the health care continuum. A high PAR rate is often a sign of inadequate discharge planning during transitions of care. Reducing PAR is therefore an opportunity to improve quality and reduce health care costs in Washington State.

The Collaborative voted in fall 2011 to create a readmissions workgroup and asked for volunteers from the Collaborative to further research current efforts and develop a proposal for
the Collaborative on how we might work on this issue in a manner that leverages other community efforts.

**PAR Workgroup and Charter**

A workgroup was formed in April 2012. It was reconfigured in May 2012 to include additional Collaborative members. (See Appendix A for a list of PAR workgroup members). The Collaborative at its May meeting approved a charter for the readmissions workgroup's work. (See Appendix E for the PAR charter). In the charter, the workgroup was renamed the "Potentially Avoidable Readmissions" (PAR) workgroup. The purpose of the PAR workgroup is to propose recommendations to the Collaborative on how to reduce PARs within the following three general strategies:

1. **Alignment with local readmissions activities.** Identify alignment opportunities where the Collaborative can promote and augment current evidence-based, quality improvement initiatives aimed at reducing PARs, including effective communication, coordination of care and ‘patient hand-offs’ during transitions in care settings.

2. **Measurement, Transparency and Reporting.** Support use of current process and outcome measures for reducing PARs and transparency of methodologies and readmissions rates, by hospital and physician group, in a semi-public manner.

3. **Accountable Payment Model.** Research and recommend components and structures essential to creating a successful PAR accountable payment model that aligns incentives, including warranty pricing, bundled payments, and other innovative payment methodologies.

**PAR Accountable Payment Model Subgroup**

The Collaborative voted in August to form a PAR Accountable Payment Model (APM) subgroup to research and make recommendations to the PAR workgroup on the third strategy laid out in the charter, accountable payment models.

Nominations were solicited from Collaborative members and community stakeholders including WSMA and WSHA. A subgroup was approved by the Collaborative in October. (See Appendix A for a list of APM subgroup members).

**Status of PAR workgroup and PAR Payment Reform Workgroup**

As of mid October, the PAR workgroup has met three times: July, September, and October. The PAR workgroup is still defining its scope and strategies.

The PAR APM has not yet met. Its first meeting is scheduled for November 6, 2012. However, the Collaborative through the Puget Sound Health Alliance hosted a payment reform/bundled payment webinar for Collaborative and workgroup members on October 17th. Leading payment reform experts, Harold Miller and Francois de Brantes, shared their expertise with over 30 participants.
Spine/Low back pain

At the September and January Collaborative meetings, the Collaborative heard presentations by Gary Franklin, MD, medical director of Washington State Labor and Industries and Collaborative member, on the variation of lumbar fusion surgery for chronic low back pain. Fusion has the highest regional variation of any major surgery in the US, with a 20-fold difference between geographic regions. It is the number one inpatient cost for Uniform Health Plan (public employees), at an average cost of $80-120,000. To decrease lumbar fusions, payers need better information about the outcomes of lumbar fusions across public and private payers.

During his presentations, Dr. Franklin proposed strategies the Collaborative could endorse to add value, improve outcomes, and reduce costs. Strategies included: support mandatory participation in a comparative effectiveness study of lumbar fusion; and support requiring mandatory hospital participation in Spine SCOAP/Spine Scope QI effort as a condition of payment.

At subsequent Collaborative meetings, Collaborative members also pointed out significant variation exists in the treatment and management of patients with acute low back pain. While there are opportunities for the Collaborative to incent better outcomes for chronic low back pain, there are also "upstream" opportunities to improve care for acute low back pain. Managing acute low back pain properly prevents acute low back pain from becoming chronic, thereby eliminating the need for more intense treatment options like lumbar surgery in the long term.

At its May meeting, the Collaborative asked a few members to meet and recommend to the Collaborative whether to pursue strategies that address acute low back pain and stop the transition from acute to chronic. The small group of members met in early July. At the August Collaborative meeting, the small group recommended forming a workgroup to explore evidence-based approaches for appropriate management of acute low back pain. The Collaborative endorsed their recommendation.

Collaborative Two-pronged Approach for Acute and Chronic Low Back Pain

- Acute
  A workgroup was formed and approved by the Collaborative in October. Collaborative staff solicited suggestions for workgroup members from Collaborative members and stakeholders like WSHA and WSMA. The workgroup includes Collaborative members as well as physiatrists, rehabilitation specialists, and pain experts. (See Appendix A for a list of Spine/Low back pain subgroup members). The workgroup will hold its first meeting in the beginning of November.

- Chronic
  At the August and October Collaborative meetings, Neal Shonnard, MD, made a request to the Collaborative to improve the quality of lumbar surgeries. Dr. Shonnard is the medical director of Spine SCOAP, a quality improvement program targeting spine and low back pain. Spine SCOAP requested the Collaborative establish participation in Spine SCOAP as a community standard, starting with hospitals performing spine surgery. This request builds on a strategy introduced by Dr. Franklin at an earlier Collaborative meeting.

Sixteen hospitals are currently participating in Spine SCOAP on a voluntary basis, but the goal is to have up to 23-25 hospitals participate (which would account for 80% of spine surgeries), and then expand to ambulatory centers so that all people who get spine surgery in Washington
State are included. Spine SCOAP can reach its goals without the support of the Collaborative, but would achieve it more quickly with its support.

The Collaborative at its October meeting approved the Spine SCOAP proposal with the following conditions:

- Results are for prospective-based research.
- Results are unblinded.
- Results are available by group.
- Establish a clear and aggressive timeline.
- Recognize that more information is needed about options for tying payment to participation.

Collaborative staff will work with Spine SCOAP staff to ensure the conditions are met. Collaborative staff will also summarize the Collaborative’s chronic low back pain strategy and present to the Collaborative for formal adoption.

**HCA Administrator Review & Results**

The Collaborative sent a copy of the OB final report to the HCA administrator on August 21, 2012. Per Collaborative legislation, the HCA administrator must review the strategies and recommendations and make a decision whether to adopt and apply recommended strategies to state-purchased health care programs. Following the administrator’s review, the Collaborative must report to the Legislature and the Governor regarding proposed strategies and the results of the administrator’s review.

The HCA administrator approved adoption of the recommendations and notified the Collaborative of her decision on October 24, 2012. Recommendations will be adopted through changes in contract requirements and tying incentive payments to quality targets. During her review, the HCA administrator asked the Department of Social and Health Services, the Department of Health, Department of Corrections and the Department of Labor and Industries to review and provide feedback on the OB report. None of the departments had comments or concerns.

The Collaborative will submit reports on its cardiology and chronic low back pain registry recommendation after they are adopted by the Collaborative. The reports are scheduled to be submitted to the HCA administrator in December 2012 and February 2013, respectively.

**Evaluating Impact of Strategies Adopted**

The Collaborative is currently developing a plan to measure and evaluate the impact of the strategies and recommendations featured in the OB report, as well as future Collaborative recommendations.

**Next Steps – Year Two**

The Collaborative has had preliminary discussions about selecting new topics for year two. It has plans to hold a strategic planning discussion and consider additional topics at its February 2013 meeting.


III Elective Deliveries between 37 and up to 39 weeks not medically necessary (3rd & 4th quarters of 2011 only), Washington State Hospital Quality Indicators, Washington State Hospital Association (www.wahospitalquality.org).

Appendix A

Bree Collaborative Members and Committees
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steve Hill, Chair</td>
<td>Director &amp; Chair</td>
<td>Department of Retirement Systems Chair, Puget Sound Health Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roki Chauhan, MD</td>
<td>Senior Vice President &amp; Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>Premera Blue Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susie Dade, MS</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
<td>Puget Sound Health Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Franklin, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>Washington State Department of Labor and Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart Freed, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>Wenatchee Valley Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Fritz</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>Inland Northwest Health Services, Spokane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Goss, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>Harborview Medical Center – University of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Gregg, MD, FACS, MHA</td>
<td>Director, Quality and Patient Safety</td>
<td>Swedish Health Services, Seattle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Haftel, MD</td>
<td>VP Quality &amp; Associate Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>Franciscan Health Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Johnson</td>
<td>Vice President, Provider Services</td>
<td>Regence Blue Shield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greg Marchand</td>
<td>Director, Benefits &amp; Policy and Strategy</td>
<td>The Boeing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Mecklenburg, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Center for Health Care Solutions</td>
<td>Virginia Mason Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Olden, MD</td>
<td>Family Physician</td>
<td>Pacific Crest Family Medicine, Yakima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Kay O’Neill, MD, MBA</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer for the PNW</td>
<td>Cigna Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Phillips-Madson, DO, MPH</td>
<td>Dean and Chief Academic Officer</td>
<td>Pacific NW University of Health Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Robinson, MD, SM</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>First Choice Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Rogers, MD (Vice-Chair)</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Foundation for Health Care Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Rose, MD</td>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Fremont Family Medicine, Seattle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Schaefer</td>
<td>Strategic Planner For Employee Health</td>
<td>King County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Smith, MD</td>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Group Health Physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Tihinen</td>
<td>Assistant Vice President Benefits</td>
<td>Costco Wholesale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Thompson, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>Washington State Health Care Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Valenzuela, MD, MBA</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>PeaceHealth Medical Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant</td>
<td>Hospital System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Steering Committee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stuart Freed, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>Wenatchee Valley Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greg Marchand</td>
<td>Director, Benefits &amp; Policy and Strategy</td>
<td>The Boeing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason McGill, JD</td>
<td>Health Policy Advisor</td>
<td>Governor's Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Mecklenburg, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Center for Health Care Solutions</td>
<td>Virginia Mason Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Kay O’Neill, MD, MBA</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer for the PNW</td>
<td>Cigna Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Rogers, MD</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Foundation for Health Care Quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Obstetrics Subgroup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Helle</td>
<td>Manager, Health Care Quality &amp; Efficiency Initiatives</td>
<td>The Boeing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Kauffman, MD</td>
<td>OB-COAP Medical Director</td>
<td>Foundation for Health Care Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Mecklenburg, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Center for Health Care Solutions</td>
<td>Virginia Mason Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Olden, MD</td>
<td>Family Physician</td>
<td>Pacific Crest Family Medicine, Yakima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Kay O’Neill, MD, MBA</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer for the PNW</td>
<td>Cigna Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale Reisner, MD</td>
<td>Obstetrician/Gynecologist</td>
<td>Swedish Hospital Perinatologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Rogers, MD</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Foundation for Health Care Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Rowles, MD</td>
<td>Obstetrician/Gynecologist</td>
<td>Yakima Memorial OB-GYN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Potentially Avoidable Readmissions Workgroup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susie Dade, MS</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
<td>Puget Sound Health Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Eldoranta, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Quality and Safety Initiatives</td>
<td>Qualis Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Gifford, MD</td>
<td>Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer for Western Washington</td>
<td>Providence Health and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Gregg, MD, FACS, MHA</td>
<td>Director, Quality and Patient Safety</td>
<td>Swedish Health Services, Seattle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Haftel, MD</td>
<td>VP Quality &amp; Associate Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>Franciscan Health Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Mecklenburg, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Center for Health Care Solutions</td>
<td>Virginia Mason Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Schaefer</td>
<td>Strategic Planner For Employee Health</td>
<td>King County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Valenzuela, MD, MBA</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>PeaceHealth Medical Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Proposed APM (Accountable Payment Model) Readmissions Subgroup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susie Dade, MS</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
<td>Puget Sound Health Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Gifford, MD</td>
<td>Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer for Western Washington</td>
<td>Providence Health and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Herr, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Government Programs</td>
<td>Regence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Hutchinson</td>
<td>Practice Administrator</td>
<td>PeaceHealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Maturi</td>
<td>Senior Vice President, Health Care Delivery Systems</td>
<td>Premera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary McLaughlin</td>
<td>Vice President of Finance &amp; CFO</td>
<td>Overlake Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Mecklenburg, MD (Chair)</td>
<td>Medical Director, Center for Health Care Solutions</td>
<td>Virginia Mason Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Schaefer</td>
<td>Strategic Planner For Employee Health</td>
<td>King County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Sylvester</td>
<td>Vice President of Quality and Safety Initiatives</td>
<td>Qualis Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Tihinen</td>
<td>Assistant Vice President, Benefits</td>
<td>Costco</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Spine/Low back pain Workgroup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neil Chasan</td>
<td>Physical Therapist</td>
<td>Sport Reaction Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Cherkin, PhD</td>
<td>Head of Clinical Research at Bastyr &amp; Researcher</td>
<td>Bastyr/Group Health Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Friedman, MD</td>
<td>Physiatrist</td>
<td>Virginia Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Hole-Curry, JD</td>
<td>Medical Administrator</td>
<td>WA State Labor &amp; Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Kroll, MD</td>
<td>Rehab physician</td>
<td>Rehab Institute of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chong Lee, MD</td>
<td>Spine surgeon</td>
<td>Group Health Cooperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Kay O’Neill, MD, MBA</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer for the PNW</td>
<td>Cigna Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Robinson, MD, SM</td>
<td>Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>First Choice Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Von Korff, ScD</td>
<td>Psychologist &amp; Researcher</td>
<td>Group Health Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Weaver, MD</td>
<td>Physiatrist</td>
<td>The Everett Clinic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Bree Collaborative and its Charge

The Robert Bree Collaborative was established in 2011 by Washington State House Bill 1311 as an offshoot of the Washington State Advanced Imaging Management (AIM) project. The purpose of the Bree Collaborative is to provide a mechanism through which public and private health care stakeholders can work together to improve quality, health outcomes, and cost-effectiveness of care in Washington State.

Appointed by Governor Christine Gregoire, the 24-member Collaborative is charged with identifying up to three health care services annually where there is substantial variation in practice patterns or high utilization trends in Washington State. For each health care service, the Bree Collaborative is charged with identifying and recommending best practice approaches based on evidence that “scale up” existing efforts and quality improvement activities aimed at decreasing variation.1 (See Appendix A for a list of Bree Collaborative members and subgroup members).2

The Bree Collaborative, at its September 2011 meeting, heard presentations on a variety of health procedures that are identified as having high variation in practice patterns and show the most promise for improvement in health outcomes through appropriate interventions. Members of the Bree Collaborative voted to select obstetric care (OB) as the first topic to research and make recommendations for improvement (followed by readmissions, low-back pain, and cardiology).

The Bree Collaborative is named in memory of Dr. Robert Bree. Dr. Bree was a pioneer in the imaging field and a key member of the AIM project.

Problem Statement

A large body of evidence and administrative data shows that substantial variation in OB care practice patterns (labor and delivery) and services exists across providers and facilities in Washington State, despite local and national quality improvement efforts.1 Variation is disconcerting because it may signal unfavorable outcomes for both mothers and infants, as well as higher costs. Lack of standardized labor and delivery management guidelines, useful data to guide clinical decision-making, maternal requests for procedures, perverse financial incentives, and provider behavior are the main drivers of variation.ii,iii Furthermore, the lack of nationally vetted maternity care measures and clinically relevant data in OB for measurement and process improvement may hinder community quality improvement efforts.iv,iii

---

1 In the bill, the Washington State Legislature does not authorize agreements among competing health care providers or health carriers as to the price or specific level of reimbursement for health care services. Furthermore, it is not the intent of the Washington State Legislature to mandate payment or coverage decisions by private health care purchasers or carriers.

2 For more information on the Bree Collaborative, go to: http://www.hta.hca.wa.gov/bree.html.

3 The main OB databases in Washington are: First Steps (birth certificates, maintained by the Washington State Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS)); Medicaid (WA Health Care Authority); the Washington State Hospital Association (WSHA) data benchmarking system; and OB COAP. For community wide quality
By utilizing a mix of actionable, innovative, and evidence-based quality improvement strategies targeted at the labor and delivery process, the Bree Collaborative aims to accelerate quality improvement in three areas of OB, which, in turn, will improve the safety, quality, and affordability of patient care for mothers and infants, and decrease costs for the entire community.

**OB Areas of Focus and Goals**

The Bree Collaborative, guided by an OB subgroup that included stakeholders from across Washington State including national OB experts and practitioners, reviewed the limited data available, the evidence-based quality improvement literature on OB, and existing efforts. Based on this research, the Bree Collaborative recommends three inter-related focus areas with significant variation and the most opportunity for improvement, and recommends specific goals in each area. The three focus areas and goals are below, followed by justification for goal selection. Background on labor and delivery starts on the next page.

1. **Elective Deliveries.** Eliminate all elective deliveries before the 39th week (those deliveries for which there is no appropriate documentation of medical necessity).
   - The Bree believes no elective deliveries before the 39th week should occur.
   - Goal builds upon the great work of existing local and national initiatives to reduce elective deliveries before the 39th week (The Leapfrog Group has a national target of 5%;\(^\text{v}\) the Washington State Perinatal Collaborative and partners have a target of less than 5%;\(^\text{vi}\) and the American Hospital Association has a target of zero\(^\text{vii}\)).
   - Proven quality improvement strategies exist to meet this goal.

2. **Elective Inductions of Labor.** Decrease elective inductions of labor between 39 and up to 41 weeks.
   - Proven quality improvement strategies exist to meet this goal.
   - Decreasing elective inductions will decrease the primary C-section rate.

3. **Primary C-sections.** Decrease unsupported variation among Washington hospitals in the primary C-section rate.
   - Decreasing the unsupported variation of primary C-section rates is necessary in order to make a significant impact on outcome and cost.
   - Focusing on decreasing primary C-sections as a goal casts a wide net and will have a broad effect, thereby decreasing the C-section rate in different populations (e.g., NTSV C-section). Decreasing primary C-sections also prevents repeat C-sections and poor pregnancy outcomes resulting from accumulating C-section scars, such as placenta previa, preterm birth, and placenta accreta.\(^\text{viii}\)

improvement efforts, data and data analyses need to be transparent, contain clinically relevant data for quality improvement efforts, and results must be publicly available. No data source currently meets all three criteria.

\(^4\) See glossary for definitions of italicized terms.
• This goal is supported by national experts who advocate that tackling the primary C-section rate should be the main goal of any OB quality improvement initiative.\textsuperscript{ix, x, xi}

**Labor and Delivery in Washington State & Causes of Variation**

Obstetrics is a high volume and costly service area. Pregnancy and childbirth-related conditions make up almost 25% of hospitalizations in the United States with approximately 4 million births annually.\textsuperscript{xii} Pregnancy, birth, and newborn care are the most expensive hospital conditions in total billed to both Medicaid and private insurers.\textsuperscript{xiii}

In 2011, 85,494 births occurred in Washington State. Births happen one of two ways: vaginal or by C-section, as shown below.\textsuperscript{xiv} Medicaid paid for approximately half of these births.\textsuperscript{xv}

**Figure 1: Washington births by method of delivery, 2011**
(Source: Washington State First Steps database)

The Bree Collaborative is most interested in decreasing \textbf{elective} procedures with no medical indications (elective deliveries before the 39\textsuperscript{th} week and elective inductions of labor between 39 and up to 41 weeks), and primary C-sections.
Elective Deliveries before the 39th week

An elective delivery occurs when a C-section or induction of labor is performed for non-medical reasons. Ten to fifteen percent of all births in the US are currently performed electively (without a medical indication) before the 39 weeks of gestation, including elective induction of labor and elective primary and repeat cesarean delivery. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) publications (1979, 1999, and 2009) have consistently advised against non-medically indicated elective deliveries prior to 39 weeks gestation. An elective delivery before 39 completed weeks can increase the risk of significant complications for both the mother and baby. Babies born in the 37-39 week range are likely to have less fully developed brains, lungs, and livers than those born at 39 weeks or more, and a small proportion will require care in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Elective deliveries before the 39th week are also costly. One study estimates that nearly $1 billion dollars could be saved annually in the U.S. if the rate of elective deliveries before the 39th week were reduced to 1.7%.

In Washington State, the elective delivery rate between 37 and 39 weeks is currently 5.4% percent (based on 4th Quarter 2011 data), down from 15.3% in 2010. However, the elective delivery rate among Washington hospitals varies significantly, from zero to 31% (See Appendix B for data). Evidence-based literature suggests the variation is multi-factorial, driven by both maternal requests and provider behavior/requests (a woman’s physical discomfort, scheduling issues, or concern for rapid progression of labor away from the hospital). Some clinicians may induce labor for their own scheduling convenience, while others may recommend elective induction due to concern about future complications. No universally accepted clinical guidelines for curtailing elective deliveries exist, but an increasing number of hospitals do not allow deliveries to be scheduled before 39 weeks without appropriate documentation that they are medically necessary (called a hard stop scheduling policy).

The Joint Commission, supported by the National Quality Forum (NQF) and the Hospital Corporation of America, created a measure for elective delivery prior to 39 weeks to help track quality improvement efforts and hospital performance. The measure is one of five quality measures for the Washington Medicaid Quality Assessment program. The measure is “patients with elective vaginal deliveries or elective cesarean sections at >= 37 and < 39 weeks of gestation completed.”

Elective Inductions of Labor between 39 and up to 41 weeks

An elective induction of labor is when labor is initiated for non-medical reasons. Nationally, from 1990 to 2009, the proportion of births in the US with induced labor more than doubled, from 9.5% to 23.1%. The rate of increase in medically indicated inductions of labor has been slower than the overall increase, which means the increase in elective inductions of labor has been more rapid.

Similar to elective deliveries less than 39 weeks, there are risks with elective inductions of labor between 39 and up to 41 weeks. There are increased risks for both moms and babies, but for moms the morbidity risk and long-term health problems are greater. Induced deliveries are more likely to lead to a C-section, which is major surgery, especially in first-time mothers with a low Bishop score at the time of elective induction and who receive preinduction cervical ripening. ACOG published a Practice Bulletin on Induction of Labor in 2009 that states...
that doctors should warn women having their first delivery that the risk of having a C-section doubles if labor is induced with an unfavorable cervix.xxviii

The percentage of induction of labor among Washington State hospitals varied from 3% to 48%, in 2011 (includes both elective and non-elective inductions)xxix (See Appendix B for data). Reasons for the wide variation are the same as for elective deliveries before the 39th week: 1) the mother requests the procedure; 2) provider decisions (indications for whether and when to perform inductions of labor and elective inductions of labor are gray areas); 3) scheduling for convenience reasons.xxx

No national measures or community standards exist for induction of labor (for medical reasons or elective inductions between 39 and up to 41 weeks), but four organizations (ACOG, NICE, SOGC and VA/DOD)6 have created clinical guidelines relevant for induction of labor (cervical dilation at the onset of induction). All four support avoiding elective induction of labor prior to 39 weeks, but none focuses specifically on the management of “elective” inductions. All but one guideline (NICE) were rated poor or fair in an evidence-based systemic literature review conducted by the Center for Evidence-based Policy at Oregon Health & Science University.xxxi France instituted a national guideline for elective inductions in 1995.7 A French study found that among institutions that did not follow these guidelines, there was a three-fold risk of C-sections.xxxii

Primary C-Sections

C-section delivery is now the most common operation in the US, increasing dramatically since 1970; yet the rise has not led to significant improvement in neonatal morbidity or maternal health.xxxiii C-sections can have negative consequences, including higher risks of infections, infertility, longer recovery time, and problems with future pregnancies.xxxiv In a C-section birth, babies face higher risks of respiratory problems and asthma.xxxv One study shows that primary C-sections account for at least 50% of the increasing C-section rate.xxxvi A decrease in Vaginal Births After Cesarean (VBAC), or underutilization of VBACs, also contributes to the rising C-section rate. Those findings suggest that a primary C-section most likely leads to a second or repeat C-section.xxxvii

The overall C-section rate in Washington State increased 73%, from 1996 to 2009, one of the biggest increases in the nation. In Washington State C-section rates vary greatly by hospital and region, from 10 to 39%.xxxviii The overall primary C-section rate in Washington State in 2011 was 17%.xxxix

Like inductions, no national labor and delivery management standards or guidelines exist for whether and when to perform a C-section once labor has started. The lack of standardization

---

5 No data on the rate of elective inductions of labor in Washington State are publically available. Only data on 37 to less than 39 weeks elective deliveries are available.

6 NICE is the UK National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence; SOGC is the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada; and VA/DOD is the Veterans Administration/Department of Defense.

7 Guideline required baby to be over 39 weeks, a Bishop score of over five, and no use of preinduction cervical ripening for elective induction.
allows for random, subjective, albeit expert decision-making, by providers.\textsuperscript{xli, xlii} Failure to progress and fetal intolerance of labor/contractions are two indications with no standards that account for nearly all of the increase in the primary C-section rate.\textsuperscript{xlii} Hospitals may have their own protocols in place, but research shows homegrown protocols may be “nonspecific and contradictory.”\textsuperscript{xliii} Lack of standard clinical guidelines for \textit{elective} inductions prior to 39 weeks of gestation may also contribute to the rising rate and variation in the primary C-section rate, because the primary C-section rate associated with induction of labor is directly related to the increased number of induced deliveries.\textsuperscript{xliv}

ACOG has not issued advisories or recommendations on this issue because there is a lack of clinical consensus. However, ACOG, in one of its publications, states that active management of labor has been shown to be beneficial in reducing C-section rates.\textsuperscript{xlv, 8} Similarly, no national measure exists for primary C-sections. “NTSV C-section” is the national C-section measure, because it has been shown to be highly sensitive to variations in OB practices.\textsuperscript{xlvi} Healthy People 2020 and The Joint Commission use the NTSV C-section as a perinatal indicator and measure. In Washington State, OB COAP data for 2011 (6,300 births) the NTSV C-sections were 63% of the primary C-sections. Given that, concentrating on just NTSV C-sections misses almost half of the population undergoing a primary C-section.

Examples of OB Effective Practices and Innovative Programs

Many hospitals and providers have and are currently employing various strategies to decrease variation in OB practices and improve quality. Below are examples of effective practices that have successfully decreased elective deliveries and C-sections.

\textbf{Robust Quality Improvement Program.} Some Washington hospitals have OB quality improvement programs in place, but some do not. Franciscan Health System is a model of a successful quality improvement program for managing elective deliveries before the 39th week (see Appendix C for a description of their program). As a result, the rate of elective deliveries before 39 weeks has declined significantly, to less than 1%. Components of their quality improvement program include:

- A hard stop scheduling policy using national and Washington State protocols;
- Strong physician leadership and commitment to improving maternal and child care;
- Education and engagement of staff at all levels;
- A data collection system;
- Audit and feedback reports;\textsuperscript{9}
- Patient education materials and tool-kits created by national groups such as the March of Dimes and the Oregon Health & Science University; and

\textsuperscript{8} According to a national OB expert not involved in the Bree Collaborative, ACOG “is not taking on the prevention of primary C-sections at this time but most likely will in the near future.”

\textsuperscript{9} According to the OHSU evidence-based literature review on C-sections, studies show that audit and feedback reports are effective at reducing C-section rates.
Participation in national and local perinatal quality improvement efforts like the Washington State Perinatal Collaborative. xlvi, xlviii

Induction Management Program. Both Swedish Medical Center (Seattle, WA) and Magee-Womens Hospital (Pittsburgh, PA) implemented similar quality improvement programs to lower the rate of primary C-section deliveries by reducing elective inductions. Quality improvement programs included instituting a protocol that included medical induction criteria and patient education (patient consent form). As a result, both hospitals decreased the elective induction rate of women at or over 39 weeks of gestation and the C-section rate. xlxi, 1

Hard Stop Policy for Scheduling Elective Deliveries (using The Joint Commission and State of Washington definitions of elective). Hard stop scheduling policies have proven to be an effective tool to decrease elective deliveries before the 39th week. In a Hospital Corporation of America study, a hard stop (versus “soft stops” or education only approaches) scheduling policy significantly reduced the elective delivery rate.10 In 2001, Intermountain Healthcare instituted a hard stop on scheduling inductions, resulting in $45 million in savings from an overall reduction in C-sections and fewer newborns needing ventilators.11 Franciscan Health System, a hospital system here in Washington State with a low elective delivery rate, believes a hard stop policy for scheduling is “critical and necessary” to decrease elective deliveries before 39 weeks. In addition to the Franciscan hospitals, some other Washington hospitals already have a hard stop at scheduling policy in place, but many do not. It is not known how many hospitals do and do not. Last September all 17 Portland-area hospitals implemented a hard stop policy for scheduling elective induction and C-section births before 39 weeks.11i All Portland hospitals agreed to use a common set of indications (from The Joint Commission) as the basis for “medical necessity” with appeal to the head of OB at each institution for questionable cases. They also agreed to use the current Leapfrog measures as the basis for tracking and eventual reporting.

Public Reporting of Hospital Performance. The Washington State Hospital Association and other members of the Washington State Perinatal Collaborative recently published data on elective deliveries between 37 and 39 weeks on their website. Studies show that public reporting of intervention rates and outcomes, whether alone or in combination with other quality improvement programs, translates into better care, and that the quality of obstetric care improves more in response to public reporting than in other medical or surgical specialties.11ii In addition, patients can be better consumers and make better decisions about how and where they seek care if they have access to information.

New Payment Structure. Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania has implemented a bundled payment (payment is packaged around a comprehensive episode of care for women and newborns that covers all patient services related to that service) with the support of the Network for Regional Healthcare Improvement, Center for Healthcare Quality & Payment Reform, and Childbirth Connection. Results are not known at this time. The Health Care Incentives Improvement Institute (HC13) has also created a bundled payment called the PROMETHEUS Payment Pregnancy and Delivery Evidence-informed Case Rate (ECR). The ECR is designed to encourage high-quality care and appropriate decisions about pregnancy and delivery by

---

10 One type of soft stop policy is when attending physicians, not the scheduling staff, are in charge of elective delivery scheduling decisions.
OB Current Efforts

Some components of OB care have been hot button issues nationally and locally for decades because of a rising C-section rate without accompanying improvement in outcomes for mothers and babies. Many national and local maternal and child health groups and initiatives exist which have made great progress in improving quality in OB services as well as maternal and child health overall in Washington State. The Bree Collaborative recognizes the huge strides existing efforts have made in improving maternal and child health.

**Washington State Perinatal Advisory Committee (PAC).** The PAC was formed in 1985 by the Washington Department of Health (DOH) to: 1) identify and prioritize statewide perinatal concerns; 2) develop recommendations through specific work groups to address perinatal issues; and 3) provide consultation and recommend prioritized solutions to DOH and Washington Medicaid. OB providers, professional organizations and consumer groups make up the Perinatal Advisory Committee. The work of the committee is accomplished through two meetings a year or through subcommittee workgroups as needed. For the next two years, the PAC has chosen to focus on C-section/labor management and episiotomies for its quality improvement work.

**Washington State Perinatal Collaborative (WSPC).** WSPC is the quality improvement arm of the PAC and is staffed by DOH. The WSPC is a group of public and private organizations and medical professionals committed to improving the care and outcomes for pregnant mothers, newborns, and infants in Washington State. Members include the March of Dimes, Washington State Hospital Association, Washington Health Care Authority, the University of Washington, and the Washington State Perinatal Regional Network. Over the past few years, WSPC has led a successful initiative to reduce the elective delivery rate between 37 and 39 weeks. As a result, the rate has decreased by more than half (to 5.4% in 2011 (based on 4th Quarter 2011 data). Their goal is 5% by August 2012. For more information, see [http://www.waperinatal.org/](http://www.waperinatal.org/).

**Washington State Perinatal Regional Network (PRN).** The PRN is coordinated by the DOH Division of Prevention and Community Health, and is a collaborative effort with Washington Health Care Authority and Washington State Medicaid. The state uses state and federal funds to contract with geographically strategic healthcare institutions to coordinate and implement state and regional quality improvement projects to decrease poor pregnancy outcomes for which Medicaid clients are at disproportionately increased risk. There are four PRN contractors throughout Washington State charged with assisting hospitals in their regional network. The PRN contractors are located at four hospitals: 1) University of Washington, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Seattle; 2) Tacoma General Hospital (MultiCare), Tacoma; 3) Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital, Yakima; and 4) Sacred Heart Medical Center, Spokane.

**Washington State Hospital Association (WSHA).** WSHA is a member and lead partner with the WSPC on the elective delivery between 37 and 39 weeks initiative, as well as other quality and safety initiatives. WSHA recently published elective delivery rates by hospital on their website.
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(www.wahospitalquality.org). These initiatives are supported by the federal CMS Partnership for Patients grant WSHA received to reduce harm in ten strategic areas including obstetrics. Through this work WSHA will continue to measure and provide technical support to hospitals as part of the initiative to reduce the elective delivery rate, and in the future help hospitals implement strategies to reduce elective inductions and episiotomies.

Washington State Medicaid. The Washington State Medicaid program is regarded as a national leader in improving obstetrics care because it has implemented a number of innovative quality improvement strategies including incentives for delivering better care. The Bree Collaborative’s goals are similar to Medicaid’s goals, except Medicaid is focusing on NTSV C-sections and VBACs. Medicaid’s quality improvement efforts include: equalizing facility reimbursement for uncomplicated C-sections and complicated vaginal births; contracting with Oregon Health & Science University to develop evidence-based tool-kits for providers and community stakeholders; providing feedback reports to hospitals on their performance on NTSV deliveries and VBAC rates; and paying hospitals an incentive payment for achieving a statewide 7% rate for elective deliveries between 37 to 39 weeks (Medicaid Quality Assessment Incentive program). Medicaid is also an active member of WSPC.

OB COAP. The Obstetrics Clinical Outcomes Assessment Program (OB COAP) is a clinician-led obstetrics quality improvement program. Housed at the Foundation for Health Care Quality, OB COAP brings together physician leaders and hospitals to collect and review clinical outcomes data and seek improvements in labor and delivery care.

March of Dimes. A national organization, the March of Dimes (MOD) strives to improve the health of children by preventing birth defects, premature birth, and infant mortality. The MOD accomplishes its mission through community programs, advocacy, education, and research. It created the ‘Healthy Babies are Worth the Wait®’ health education campaign to educate providers and mothers about the risks of early elective deliveries before the 39th week at least and preterm birth (a free copy of the toolkit can be downloaded at https://www.prematurityprevention.org/portal/server.pt. The MOD has also worked with clinicians to create evidence-based tool-kits to improve birth outcomes in addition to disseminating health education materials for a wide variety of stakeholders including employers. The Washington Chapter is an active member of the WSPC.

The Leapfrog Group. A national, employer-driven organization, founded by the Business Roundtable of which The Boeing Company is a member, the Leapfrog Group strives for a safe, quality and affordable health care system through the promotion of transparency and efficiencies. Leapfrog’s primary quality effort is its annual hospital quality and safety survey. Leapfrog also leads a successful early elective delivery campaign, which includes publishing hospital’s self-reported early elective delivery rates and creating an early elective delivery measure, which has been endorsed by the National Quality Forum. The published early elective delivery rate of hospitals participating in the hospital survey has decreased from 30% to 14% (5% is the target rate). Twenty-one Washington hospitals participate in the initiative. Leapfrog recently has partnered with other national groups (Institute for Healthcare Improvement, Childbirth Connection, and Catalyst for Payment Reform), and employer and regional business coalition...
members on a series of initiatives to eliminate elective deliveries (zero incidence), which is also the goal of the IHI Perinatal Improvement Community.

Strong Start Initiative. A federal initiative created in February 2012 by the US Department Health and Human Services, the Strong Start Initiative strives to reduce preterm births and improve outcomes for newborns and pregnant women. HHS is collaborating with many national organizations including the March of Dimes, ACOG, Leapfrog Group, and others to conduct an awareness campaign to reduce the rate of early elective deliveries prior to 39 weeks as well as a payment reform pilot to reduce the rate of preterm births.

The Bree Collaborative Recommendations: Quality Improvement Strategies and Actions

The Bree Collaborative, guided by its OB subgroup, reviewed the latest literature on evidence-based quality improvement strategies, innovative local best practices, and existing efforts. To improve the quality of maternity care, quality improvement programs should be multifaceted, employing many interventions simultaneously. Each stakeholder - hospitals, individual providers, health plans, employers, and patients - shares responsibility and has a role to play in one or more of the five areas of quality improvement in order to drive system change:

1. Strong leadership and commitment to quality improvement
2. Evidence-based or tested clinical guidelines and protocols
3. Transparency of data on selected OB procedures, by facility
4. Patient education
5. Realignment of financial and non-financial incentives

Below are specific recommended actions each stakeholder group should take to achieve the recommended goals.

Hospitals

- **Support or sustain an OB quality improvement program.** Hospitals that do not already have an OB quality improvement program similar to Franciscan Health System’s should develop and implement one. Components of a successful quality improvement program include: hard stops using national and Washington State protocols; strong physician leadership and commitment to improving maternal and child care; education and engagement of staff at all levels; a data collection system; audit and feedback reports; patient education materials and toolkits created by national groups; and participation in national and local perinatal quality improvement efforts.

- **Use evidence-based, tested protocols and policies recommended by the Bree Collaborative.**
  - Standards for Scheduling Deliveries before the 39th week: Hospitals should implement a policy that limits scheduling deliveries before the 39th week and includes the following two components:
1. The indication must be on The Joint Commission or the Washington State list used in the current elective delivery between 37 and 39 weeks Washington State Perinatal Collaborative/WSHA project; and

2. For clinical situations not on the two lists noted in number one above, consultation must occur and agreement must be obtained that the clinical situation requires delivery.  

• Standards for Scheduling Elective Inductions between 39 and up to 41 weeks: Since no widely-accepted standard for elective inductions at or over 39 weeks exists, the Bree Collaborative recommends hospitals adopt a protocol similar to that of Swedish Medical Center, Seattle and Magee-Women’s Hospital, Pittsburgh including a patient education component:
  1. The cervix must be favorable (Bishop score of 6 or greater) for an elective induction to be scheduled; and
  2. A consent form specific to the risk and benefits of induced compared with spontaneous labor has been signed by the patient.

• Labor and Delivery Guidelines for C-Sections: As mentioned previously, clear national guidelines do not currently exist for diagnosing labor arrest requiring C-section delivery. To fill this gap, OB experts on the Bree OB subgroup reviewed labor and delivery management literature and research studies, and recommend hospitals implement the following evidence-based guidelines and standards recommended by experts (denoted in parentheses below) until Washington State13 or a national group like ACOG develops universally accepted labor and delivery management standards:
  o Admit only those spontaneously laboring women at term who present with no fetal or maternal compromise when the cervix is 4 centimeters or more dilated.lix
  o Allow first stage labor arrest cesarean (reassuring fetal and maternal status but lack of progress of labor) to be performed only in the active phase (equal to or more than 6 centimeters dilation).lxii, lxiii
  o Allow adequate time in the active phase (4 to 6 hours) with use of appropriate clinical interventions before making a diagnosis of active phase arrest.lxiv
  o Allow sufficient time with appropriate clinical interventions in the 2nd stage before diagnosis of 2nd stage arrest or “failure to descend.” 14, lxv

---

11 If there is concurrence, the delivery would be considered medically necessary, not elective.
12 France’s national protocol advised a Bishop score of 5 or greater; Swedish’s was greater than or equal to 6; and Magee-Women’s Hospital’s was at least 8 if first child or 6 for not first child (repeat birth).
13 Washington Medicaid hired OHSU to develop labor and delivery management standards for Washington; draft standards are expected to be completed in summer or fall 2012.
14 Zhang et al found that one-third of cesarean deliveries at the second stage were performed at less than 3 hours in nulliparous women (women who have never given birth to a viable, or live, infant), whereas, a quarter were performed at less than 2 hours in multiparous women (women who have given birth one or more times). This finding contradicts a 2003 ACOG guideline that defines arrest of descent as greater than 3 hours in nulliparous women with epidural analgesia and greater than 2 hours in multiparous women with epidural analgesia.
• Collect data (including baseline) on the Bree Collaborative’s three goals using a clearly defined data collection process with mandatory reporting and deadlines. All hospitals should collect data on maternity care processes and utilization – elective deliveries, elective inductions, and primary C-section rates - in order to drive quality improvement and improve care. A number of Washington hospitals already collect their own data on primary C-sections, elective inductions and elective delivery rates, according to a DOH survey.\textsuperscript{xvi} OB COAP is currently helping a number of hospitals in Washington with data collection and measurement (but results are not yet publicly available).

• Measure and provide feedback to providers. Some Washington hospitals already have this practice in place, but those that do not should do so.

• Support public reporting of OB procedure data through appropriate websites like Medicaid (Health Care Authority), Puget Sound Health Alliance or Washington State Hospital Association consistently. As mentioned earlier, Washington hospitals’ elective delivery rates between 37 and 39 weeks\textsuperscript{15} are now publically available. However, more data on OB procedures such as elective inductions, primary C-sections, and NTSV C-sections should be posted publically.

• Provide patient education and promote shared decision-making on maternity care options and risks of pre-term births, and elective deliveries and C-sections. A fully informed patient is necessary to ensure that high quality medical decisions are being made. For example, patient education materials have shown to help decrease elective deliveries and incent full-term pregnancies. As part of routine care, hospitals should provide patients with information about the specific options available, and the benefits and risks of those options. The March of Dimes produces patient education materials and provider toolkits on the risks of preterm deliveries including a “Brain Card” that illustrates relative size/weight of fetal brain between gestational age of 35 weeks and 40 weeks. AWHONN (Association of Women's Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses) published an advisory to mothers about getting to 40 weeks (See Appendix D for copies of these materials).

Individual Providers

• Commit or recommit to applying the clinical guidelines listed above. Variation in care will not decrease and health outcomes will not improve unless OB providers managing the labor and delivery process personally commit to using evidence-based clinical guidelines including those recommended by the Bree Collaborative.

• Enhance education of patients on maternity care options and risks of pre-term births, and elective deliveries and C-sections. Individual providers, in addition to hospitals, should use health education materials such as the March of Dimes “Brain Card” with patients when appropriate.

\textsuperscript{15} These data are only available because of a special project that required chart review.
Washington Health Care Authority (including Washington State Medicaid),
Washington Department of Health & Washington PEBB (Public Employment
Benefits Board)

- Continue to support hospitals in quality improvement efforts including implementation
  of Bree Collaborative-recommended evidence-based protocols, data collection efforts,
  measurement and analyses, patient education, feedback reports and public reporting,
  but add the primary C-section rate. All departments - through the Washington State
  Perinatal Collaborative and Perinatal Regional Networks - have been instrumental in helping
  hospitals and physicians improve maternity care through quality improvement (includes data
  collection). The support should continue, but the primary C-section rate should be added as
  an indicator.

- Continue the Medicaid Quality Incentive Program adding Bree Collaborative’s elective
  induction and primary C-section goals as targets. Washington hospitals currently receive
  a performance payment bonus if they meet targets set by Medicaid for all five indicators –
  elective deliveries, flu immunization, discharge instructions, emergency room plan, and anti-
  psychotic medications. This program is set to expire at the end of 2012.

- Assist practitioners and facilities with the provision of easily accessible, state-certified
  Patient Decision Aids (PDAs). PDAs provide unbiased, balanced information and a consent
  format for patients regarding risks and benefits of procedures or treatments, such as elective
  inductions less than 39 weeks and primary C-sections by maternal choice. PDAs also protect
  both patients and practitioners/facilities. If there is a legal action based on lack of informed
  consent, a PDA provides "prima facie evidence (evidence that will prevail unless rebutted by
  clear and convincing evidence) of informed consent that the patient or his or her
  representative signed an acknowledgement of shared decision making."16

Employers & Purchasers

- Provide preterm educational materials to employees through the workplace (employee
  wellness website and on-site clinics) and require health plans to include robust
  education as part of their maternity program. The March of Dimes provides a free tool
  specifically for employers, called ‘Healthy Babies Healthy Business’
  (http://www.marchofdimes.com/hbhb/). Healthy Babies, Healthy Business helps employees
  make better health care decisions by offering a multi-dimensional health education program
  that is evidence-based and consumer tested. It offers six resources to help employers improve
  employee health and the health of the company’s bottom line. The program provides pre-
  conception, prenatal, and postpartum or newborn care education relevant to both women and
  men. Aetna, Cigna, UnitedHealthcare, and WellPoint along with national organizations
  participate in an awareness campaign targeting expectant mothers across the country
  emphasizing the importance of full-term deliveries and the risks of elective deliveries and
  inductions.

16 Existing RCW 7.70.060 now specifies that certification is the responsibility of the Washington State Medicaid
  medical director if no national or international organizations have certified PDAs.
• **Work in conjunction with their health plans or third party administrator to make benefit design changes that support evidence-based care and reward better outcomes.** The Catalyst for Payment Reform Action Brief on Maternity Care Payment lists steps employers can take with their health plans to improve OB care.\textsuperscript{lxxvii} Steps include:
  
  o Create payment contracts with providers and hospitals that remove perverse incentives for today’s high rates of intervention in labor and delivery, including unnecessary C-section deliveries;
  
  o Require hospitals and physicians to collaboratively implement scheduling policies to limit elective deliveries before 39 weeks and elective inductions of labor between 39 and up to 41 weeks in accordance with guidelines proposed for each procedure at the bottom of page 11/ top of page 12, or require consultation for acceptance of exceptions;
  
  o Incorporate maternity quality metrics in performance-based payment contracts;
  
  o Provide members with information on the quality of maternity care across the physicians, midwives, and hospitals in its network; and
  
  o Use tiered benefit arrangements that emphasize quality to steer members to higher performing hospitals.

• **Require hospitals to have OB quality improvement programs in place.** Starting in October 2012, Oregon’s Public Employee Benefit Board (OR-PEBB) - the board that contracts for and administers benefits for Oregon state employees, dependents and eligible people - will require all contractors to take steps towards reducing the C-section rate and elective delivery rate and provide progress on their goals. Additionally, all questionable inductions or exceptions must be subject to facility clinical review.\textsuperscript{lxxviii}

**Health Plans**

• **Support a new payment structure or structures for OB care.** Current reimbursement and payment systems for OB services reward unnecessary care, not necessarily quality care, and do not incentivize labor management or time intensive best care practices. The Catalyst for Payment Reform has studied and published an Action Brief featuring alternative ways to pay for maternity care that align payment with evidence-based care.\textsuperscript{lxxix}

• **Collaborate with other health plans in Washington to create a quality incentive program, using the same quality criteria.** In addition to a new payment structure for OB care, creating a pay-for-performance type incentive program will accelerate improvement without violating state and federal anti-trust laws.
Next Steps for Implementing Recommended Actions

Many of these recommended actions can be implemented in the near term in concert with other obstetric quality improvement efforts, if organizations commit to process improvement for best maternity care. To coordinate implementation of the recommended actions, the Bree Collaborative recommends an implementation team be formed to develop an action plan to guide community-wide quality improvement efforts.

Per requirements of the Bree Collaborative legislation, the Bree Collaborative must deliver a copy of this report to the administrator of the Washington Health Care Authority. The administrator must review the strategies and recommendations and decide whether to adopt and apply recommended strategies to state purchased health care programs. Following the administrator’s review, the Bree Collaborative must report to the Washington State Legislature and the Governor regarding proposed strategies and the results of the administrator’s review.
Glossary

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG): a private, voluntary, nonprofit membership organization of obstetrical and gynecological professionals providing health care for women. The Washington State Obstetrical Association (WSOA) is Washington State’s ACOG chapter.

Bishop Score: a pre-labor scoring system to assist in predicting whether induction of labor will be successful. It has also been used to assess the odds of spontaneous preterm delivery. The total score is achieved by assessing the following five components on vaginal examination:
- Cervical dilation
- Cervical effacement
- Cervical consistency
- Cervical position
- Fetal station

Cervical ripening: the softening of the cervix that typically begins prior to the onset of labor contractions and is necessary for cervical dilation and the passage of the fetus. Cervical ripening results from a series of complex biochemical processes that ends with rearrangement and realignment of the collagen molecules. The cervix thins, softens, relaxes and dilates in response to uterine contractions, allowing the cervix to easily pass over the presenting fetal part during labor. Cervical ripening in this paper (on page 12) refers to causing this process to occur (pharmacological or mechanical), rather than waiting for it to happen spontaneously.

Cesarean Section (C-section): a surgical procedure in which incisions are made through a mother's abdomen (laparotomy) and uterus (hysterotomy) to deliver one or more babies.

Early Elective Delivery: the decision to perform a C-section or induction of labor for non-medical reasons between 37 and 39 completed weeks of gestation.

Elective Delivery: the decision to perform a C-section or induction of labor for non-medical reasons.

Elective Induction of Labor: the decision to begin the process of giving birth (labor) when contractions have not yet occurred and in the absence of any medical indication.

Failure to progress in labor: when the mother’s cervix does not continue to dilate more and/or the baby is not descending.

Full Term Birth: when the baby is 39 weeks or more. (There is growing evidence to suggest that term should be 39 weeks but national institutions and experts have not acted on this at this time).

Hard Stop Scheduling Policy: when scheduling of elective inductions and primary and repeat C-sections at less than 39 weeks is prohibited.
Indicated Induction of Labor: the decision to begin the process of giving birth (labor) because of a medical problem when contractions have not yet occurred.

Induction of Labor: the decision to initiate labor. The decision to induce can be elective or medically indicated.

The Joint Commission: An independent, not-for-profit organization, the Joint Commission accredits and certifies more than 19,000 health care organizations and programs in the United States. Joint Commission accreditation and certification is recognized nationwide as a symbol of quality that reflects an organization’s commitment to meeting certain performance standards.

Labor: uterine contractions that result in dilation of the cervix.

Labor and Delivery Standards or Guidelines: guidelines that help providers make decisions while taking care of a woman in labor and delivery.

Late Preterm birth: when an infant is born between 34 and 36 weeks gestation.

National Quality Forum (NQF): a nonprofit organization that operates under a three-part mission: 1) to improve the quality of American healthcare by building consensus on national priorities and goals for performance improvement and working in partnership to achieve them; 2) endorsing national consensus standards for measuring and publicly reporting on performance; and 3) promoting the attainment of national goals through education and outreach programs.

NTSV (Nulliparous Term Singleton Vertex): refers to the population of pregnant women who have not delivered a baby before; the baby they are carrying is at term (37-41 weeks); only one baby is in the womb (not twins or more); and baby is presenting headfirst.

NTSV C-section: when a C-section is performed on a mom who is in the NTSV population.

Placenta Previa: a complication of pregnancy in which the placenta grows in the lowest part of the womb (uterus) and covers all or part of the cervix.

Placenta Accreta: a complication of pregnancy involving an abnormally implanted placenta, through the endometrium and into the myometrium (the middle layer of the uterine wall).

Preterm birth: when an infant is born less than 37 weeks gestation.

Primary C-section: the first time a women has a C-section (but could be her subsequent birth; meaning a previous child or children was delivered vaginally).

Primary C-section Rate: the percentage of cesarean births to women who have not had a previous C-section delivery.

Repeat C-section: when a woman delivers by C-Section after a previous C-section.
**Repeat C-Section Rate:** the percentage of C-section births to women who have had a previous cesarean delivery.

**TOLAC (Trial of Labor After C-Section):** when a woman attempts a vaginal birth after having a C-section for a prior birth.

**VBAC (Vaginal Birth After C-section):** when a woman delivers a baby vaginally after having a C-section with a previous child.

**Washington State Obstetrical Association (WSOA):** a non-profit educational organization dedicated to improving the healthcare of women in the state of Washington, and the local ACOG chapter.
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Appendix B – Elective Deliveries between 37 and up to 39 weeks not medically necessary (3rd & 4th quarters of 2011 only), by Washington State hospital

Source: Washington State Hospital Quality Indicators, Washington State Hospital Association (www.wahospitalquality.org)

Footnotes:
Hospitals with no bar have a 0% elective delivery rate
4 = 4th Quarter 2011 data only
Auburn Regional Medical Center is missing because data were incomplete.
These Washington hospitals reported that this measure is not applicable to them or no data are available (italics indicate the hospital does not offer OB services):

- Cascade Medical Center
- Columbia Basin Hospital
- Coulee Community Hospital
- Dayton General Hospital
- East Adams Rural Hospital
- Fairfax Hospital
- Ferry County Memorial Hospital
- Forks Community Hospital
- Garfield County Hospital District
- Harborview Medical Center
- Kindred Hospital
- Kittitas Valley Community Hospital
- Klickitat Valley Hospital
- Lake Chelan Community Hospital
- Lincoln Hospital
- Lourdes Medical Center
- Mark Reed Healthcare District
- Mid-Valley Hospital
- Multi-Care Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital
- Navos
- North Valley Hospital
- Ocean Beach Hospital
- Odessa Memorial Healthcare Center
- PeaceHealth St. John Medical Center
- Providence St. Joseph Hospital
- Pullman Regional Hospital
- Quincy Valley Medical Center
- Regional Hospital for Respiratory & CC
- Seattle Cancer Care Alliance
- Seattle Children’s
- Seattle VA Medical Center
- Shriners Hospital for Children
- Skyline Hospital
- Snoqualmie Valley Hospital & Clinics
- Spokane VA Medical Center
- St. Anthony Hospital
- St. Clare Hospital
- St. Elizabeth Hospital
- St. Luke’s Rehabilitation Institute
- Sunnyside Community Hospital & Clinics
- Swedish Medical Center – Cherry Hill
- Tri-State Memorial Hospital
- United General Hospital
- Valley General Hospital
- Virginia Mason Medical Center
- Wentachee Valley Hospital
- Whidbey General Hospital Island
- Willapa Harbor Hospital
- Yakima Regional Medical & Cardiac Center
Crude Inductions for 2010 WA Live Births
Non-Military Non-Critical Area Hospitals (CAH) by Level of Care
(Level 1=provides basic labor and delivery care only; Level 2=intermediate care; and Level 3=able to manage complicated pregnancies and preterm births)

Source: State of Washington, First Steps Database
Excludes cases where mother was transferred to higher level care for maternal medical or fetal indicators for delivery, hospital births where intended place of birth was other than hospital, and hospitals with fewer than 20 live births.
Appendix C – Case Study of a System Change in Washington State: Franciscan Health System (FHS) Management of Early Elective Deliveries

Interview of:
- Mary LaFalce, Associate Administrator, Women’s and Children’s Services
- Debbie Raniero, Director of the Family Birth Center at Saint Joseph Medical Center

Interviewed by:
- Steve Hill, Director, WA State Retirement System & Chair, Bree Collaborative
- Dr. Dale Reisner, Chief of Obstetrics, Swedish
- Jason McGill, Executive Policy Advisor, Governor Gregoire’s Office

Date of interview: March 13, 2012

How did your System become aware of an opportunity to improve OB Care?
- Elective Inductions <39 weeks: Two years ago Leapfrog data showed that Franciscan had a high elective induction rate; they attributed the high rate to two factors: 1) misdocumentation/data issues and 2) practice issues/lack of parameters for scheduling <39 week deliveries with no medical indication (the main driver of the elective induction rate, and cause of 75% of elective inductions).
- New Service Line Medical Director, Dr. Peter Andrew Robilio, serves as champion to improve both outcomes for babies and documentation of births.
- Ms. Raniero and other family birth center leaders at FHS are active members of the Perinatal Collaborative and participate in many list serve and collaboration activities within IHI and elsewhere.

Where did the leadership for changing practices come from?
- Dr. Robilio, Service Line Medical Director
- OB Leaders’ Group and Women’s and Children’s Interdisciplinary Team (IDT)
  - OB Chiefs, Nursing Leaders, System Medical Director, System Quality Leader, Neonatologists, Anesthesia, Performance Improvement, etc.
  - Meets twice per quarter

What process did you follow to understand the problem and opportunity?
- The same process that is used for all major quality improvement and change at FHS
  - Idea Generation – From Nursing Leadership and Medical Leadership as well as clinicians.
  - Leadership Consideration / Approval
    - Discussion at OB Leadership Meeting / (IDT)
      - System Leapfrog Data
      - WSHA Safe Table Webinar information
      - Facts and experience of clinicians – impact of induction on C/S rate and babies
    - Engagement of OBs by OB Chiefs at each hospital.
      - Quarterly OB Section Meetings @ each hospital
      - Mailings
  - Data (covered below)
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- Education (covered below)
- Operationalization (covered below)
- Feedback and reporting – Sustain the change (covered below)

What data, research, or national standards were brought into the process?
- 100% chart audit to abstract data covering three months at all three hospitals—manual
- March of Dimes toolkit

How did you engage and educate Providers, Nurses and Patients?
- Providers
  - Quarterly OB Section meetings, mailings, and face to face at time of scheduling
- Nurses
  - Monthly meetings
  - Training on Coding and Exception lists
- Patients
  - March of Dimes materials
  - “Brain Card” is very effective tool to communicate risk of early delivery to patients/families.

What was the conclusion of the process – what agreements were reached on standards and procedures
- No scheduling of pre 39 week deliveries unless clinical indicators met one of two exclusion sets
  - The Joint Commission
  - State of Washington
- Exception process to Perinatologists if OB or midwife felt patient warranted an exception beyond the two lists above

How was the change operationalized?
- Hard Stop at scheduling (this is critical and necessary)
- Exception Process to Perinatologist
- Chart Audits and Feedback reports
  - Manual auditing of outliers by Labor & Delivery manager, and Women’s and Children’s Quality RN
  - Key Dashboard Indicator

Was there any push back from OB’s or patients? Do you have any indication that deliveries were scheduled at other systems because of your change in standards and procedures?
- Some OB Chiefs were more enthusiastic than others.
- Requires regular education and reminders to OB community
- No evidence of MDs or patients moving to other systems
In discussions with another hospital where using “soft stop” has not been as effective in reducing pre 39 week elective deliveries.

When did FHS begin this work and how long did it take to see results?
- Completed initial chart review July-Sept 2010 and then started the education and communication. Began monthly audits in January of 2011. Due to “hard stops” results were notable soon after the start of the program.

Other Information
- System – Five Hospitals, three provide Obstetric Services service lines
  - Saint Joseph – 3,800 births/yr
    - Laborist on duty 24/7
  - Saint Francis – 1,200 births/year
  - Saint Elizabeth – 300 births/year
- No Electronic Medical Records (except at SEH)
  - Not an impediment to doing chart review and feedback reports
- Other OB QI efforts –
  - Reintroduced VBACs at Saint Joseph in April ’11 and at SFH Jan ’12; (SEH has always done VBAC).
  - Used same change process: Leadership, Data, Education, Operationalize, & Feedback
  - Used standardized process and materials for patient selection, patient education, and consent across all hospitals
  - Bundle Compliance is another QI area where this process was used to effect change. Here is a link to IHI regarding the bundle compliance.
    - http://www.ihi.org/knowledge/Pages/Changes/ElectiveInductionandAugmentationBundle.aspx
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Late Preterm Brain Card, produced by the March of Dimes
40 Reasons To Go the Full 40

Nobody likes to be rushed—especially babies!

Your baby needs a full 40 weeks of pregnancy to grow and develop. While being done with pregnancy may seem tempting, especially during those last few weeks, aiming labor is associated with increased risks including pre-maturity, cesarean surgery, hemorrhage and infection. Labor should only be induced for medical reasons—not for convenience or scheduling concerns. Baby will let you know when she's ready to emerge. Until then, here are 40 reasons to go at least the full 40 weeks of pregnancy.

Finish Healthy & Well
1. End right by starting right—keeping all of your prenatal appointments helps ensure a healthier ending
2. Savor the journey—soon you will meet your baby
3. Let nature take over—there are fewer complications and risks for both you and baby through natural birth
4. Recover faster from a natural birth than cesarean, which is major abdominal surgery that causes more pain, requires a longer hospital stay and a longer recovery
5. Birth a bigger baby—at 35 weeks your baby’s brain is only 2.8% the size it will be at term
6. Get her thermostat—baby will better regulate her temperature after born at term
7. Boost breastfeeding—term babies more effectively suck and swallow than babies born earlier
8. Delight in those kicks and flips—miracle at the miracle of the life inside
9. Enjoy your convenient excuse for every mood swing and crazy craving
10. Nourish your body—diets don’t work but breastfeeding will help you return to your pre-pregnancy size
11. Let others carry the groceries, mail, postage or just a white longer
12. Indulge in “me” time before you’re a threesome or more
13. Sport your bump—as your belly increases, so do your chances of getting a seat almost anywhere

The nurses of AWHONN remind you not to rush your baby—give her at least a full 40!

Manage Your Risks
14. Eat healthfully—indulge occasional cravings without remorse
15. Give baby’s development the benefit of time since you may not know exactly when you get pregnant
16. Let baby pick her birthday—if she decides to emerge after 37 weeks there’s no need to try to stop your spontaneous labor
17. Skip an induction—which could lead to cesarean—by waiting for labor to start on its own
18. Reduce your baby’s risks of jaundice, low blood sugar and infection by waiting until he’s ready to emerge
19. Build your baby’s muscles—they’ll be strong and firm, and ready to help him feed and flex at term
20. Maximize those little lungs—babies born just 2 or more weeks early can have twice the number of complications with breathing
21. Ignore people who say an induction is more convenient. Nothing is convenient about a longer labor and increasing your risk of cesarean
22. Respond to requests to speed baby’s birth with the facts that inductions often create more painful labors and can lead to cesarean surgery
23. Let others do the heavy lifting—and the extra housekeeping
24. Splurge on pedicures—or ask a friend to do them for you, especially when you can’t see or touch your feet
25. Relish in the fact that right now you’re the perfect mom—your healthy pregnancy holds all growing baby the best possible way
26. Finish well—more time in the womb usually means less time in the hospital

Enjoy This Time
27. Relax! Babies are usually so much easier to care for in the womb
28. Shamelessly wear comfy, stretchy clothes
29. Postpone changing the eventual 5,000+ diapers baby will use
30. Be out and about without having to buckle, un buckle, unbuckle baby into her car seat or stroller while running errands
31. Carry your most stylish purses especially the ones too small to hold diapers and wipes
32. Relish parenting—right now you know exactly where baby is and what he’s doing
33. Snooze when you can—what sleep you’re currently getting is actually quite a lot compared to the interruptions ahead
34. Massage remains a must—ask your partner to help ease the aches
35. Enjoy nights out without paying for a babysitter
36. Indulge in shopping without the added responsibilities of baby in tow
37. Redecorate your house around your nursery’s theme
38. Prop up your paperback—your burgeoning baby peaks at just the right reading height
39. Make the best possible birth experience; don’t rush it
40. Write your own healthy reason—if it gets baby a full 40 weeks of pregnancy it deserves to be on this list

www.GoTheFull40.com
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Definitions of Levels of Evidence

Level of Evidence I: a randomized, controlled trial
Level of Evidence II-1: a nonrandomized, controlled trial
Level of Evidence II-2: a cohort or case-controlled study
Level of Evidence II-3: multiple observations with or without intervention; uncontrolled studies are in this category
Level of Evidence III: the opinion of authorities, usually as a result of clinical experience or committee opinions
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Obstetrics
Implementation Plan
Bree Collaborative OB Report: Next Steps & Proposed Implementation Plan

Next Steps of OB Report

- Report is slated to be adopted by the Bree Collaborative at its August 2\textsuperscript{nd} meeting
- Bree must send report to HCA administrator for implementation (target date: August 6\textsuperscript{th})
  - HCA administrator must review the strategies and recommendations and decide whether to adopt and apply recommended strategies to state purchased health care.
- Following the administrator’s review, the Bree Collaborative must report to the legislature and the Governor regarding (target date: August 30\textsuperscript{th})

Summary of Proposed Implementation Plan (see Table on Page 3 for specific implementation activities to be lead by Bree staff)

- Leverage existing efforts underway (DOH, Medicaid, HCA, WA State Perinatal Collaborative, March of Dimes, & WSHA)
- Create an OB Implementation Plan Advisory Group (to help guide implementation efforts)
  - Report to the Bree Collaborative
  - Members of the OB Subgroup/representatives from different stakeholder groups
  - Proposed: Theresa Helle, Ellen Kauffman, MD, and Mary Kay O’Neill, MD
- Collaborate with State agencies on recommendations and determine roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency/Group</th>
<th>Proposed Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bree staff</td>
<td>• Lead on sending and promoting Bree report to interested parties and all stakeholders: hospitals, employers, health plans, providers, patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lead on health plan recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lead on educating employers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA Dept of Health</td>
<td>Lead on helping hospital and providers implement QI recommendations, with help from the Bree Collaborative (will integrate Bree’s recommendations into the WA Perinatal Collaborative’s five year action plan when developed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCA</td>
<td>Lead on applying recommendations to state health care programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary of Proposed Implementation Timeline (see Table on next page for more detail)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Target Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presented OB report at Puget Sound Health Alliance Purchaser meeting</td>
<td>July 18, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Bree meeting – to endorse implementation plan</td>
<td>August 2, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send OB report to HCA administrator</td>
<td>August 6, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send OB report to stakeholders</td>
<td>August 15, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations to employers and employer groups</td>
<td>August/September 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicize report in partner newsletters</td>
<td>August/September 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter to hospitals</td>
<td>August 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send OB report to Governor and legislature</td>
<td>August 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch to media</td>
<td>August 30, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convene plans re quality incentive &amp; payment reform</td>
<td>September 15, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations to hospitals boards</td>
<td>September/October 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder</td>
<td>Implementation Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Send report to local and national stakeholder groups and professional groups (see below for specific letter to hospitals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employers &amp; Payers</td>
<td>Present to employer groups and encourage implementation of report recommendations (provide employee educational materials; encourage employer support to make benefit design changes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>Send letter to hospitals outlining recommendations &amp; include copy of report; letter addressed to CEO, OB chief, &amp; medical staff president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present to hospital boards (offer in CEO hospital letter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder</td>
<td>Implementation Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health plans</strong></td>
<td>Conduct meeting with all health plans to discuss quality initiative &amp; brainstorm OB bundled payment design ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media</strong></td>
<td>Bree members/staff – (maybe with Governor Communication staff assistance) pitch report to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Carol Ostrom at Seattle Times (as a follow up to her article on quality a month ago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The Olympian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tacoma News Tribune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- NPR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Copy of Bree Collaborative letter to COAP Management Committee
July 3, 2012

COAP Management Committee
Foundation for Health Care Quality
Seattle, WA

Dear Members of the COAP Management Committee:

The Bree Collaborative would like to thank you for approving our request to allow COAP data on appropriate use of percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) to be un-blinded and shared publically, including facility-level results and the clear identification of missing documentation. Your commitment to transparency is commendable, and a necessary step towards improving the quality of care delivered in Washington State.

To achieve transparency with COAP data, the Bree Collaborative recommend a standardized process and timeline be established to share PCI results publically on a quarterly basis. To start the process, we propose four steps with target completion dates:

1) An appropriate use insufficient information report (based on rolling four quarter report, Q2 2011 through Q1 2012), by hospital, will be posted on the COAP members-only section of the COAP website.
   
   Target date: August 1, 2012

2) COAP will provide feedback to hospitals and tools for reducing the amount of insufficient information in their data.

   Target date: August – December 2012

3) An updated appropriate use insufficient information report (based on 4th Quarter 2012 data only), by hospital, will be given to the Bree Collaborative and hospitals to review. Hospitals will have the option to not be identified.

   Target date: April 15, 2013

4) Once hospitals have been given a chance to employ methods for improvement, and any corrections they might have made have been incorporated, an updated report (based on 4th Quarter 2012 data only) will be posted on the public section of the COAP website. The Bree Collaborative will also ask the Puget Sound Health Alliance to post COAP data on its Community Checkup website, which compares data on health care services across the Puget Sound region. Hospitals will have the option to not be identified, on a quarterly basis.

   Target date: May 1, 2013
Attached is a sample report to help you envision how the un-blinded data would be presented. Again, thank you for your commitment to transparency and improving the quality of cardiac care in Washington State. Representatives from the Bree Collaborative are willing to attend the next COAP management committee meeting on July 18th to discuss the proposed process and answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,

Steve Hill
Chair, Bree Collaborative, on behalf of the Bree Collaborative

Attachment

cc:  Chris Bryson, MD, COAP, Foundation for Health Care Quality (FHCQ)
     Kristin Sitcov, COAP, FHCQ
     Rachel Quinn, Bree Collaborative, FHCQ

Members of the Bree Collaborative
- Roki Chauhan, MD, Premera Blue Cross
- Susie Dade, Puget Sound Health Alliance
- Gary Franklin, MD, WA State Labor and Industries
- Stuart Freed, MD, Wenatchee Valley Medical Center
- Tom Fritz, Inland Northwest Health Services
- Joe Gifford, MD, Regence Blue Shield
- Rick Goss, MD, Harborview Medical Center
- Mary Gregg, MD, Swedish Medical Center
- Anthony Haftel, MD, Franciscan Health Systems
- Steve Hill, Bree Collaborative Chair
- Jodi Joyce, RN, Legacy Health
- Theresa Helle, The Boeing Company (for Greg Marchand)
- Robert Mecklenburg, MD, Virginia Mason Medical Center
- Robyn Phillips-Madson, Pacific NW University of Health Sciences
- Carl Olden, MD, Pacific Crest Family Medicine
- Mary Kay O’Neill, MD, CIGNA
- John Robinson, MD, First Choice Health
- Terry Rogers, MD, Foundation for Health Care Quality (FHCQ)
- Eric Rose, MD, Fremont Family Medical
- Kerry Schaefer, King County
- Bruce Smith, MD, Group Health Cooperative
- Jay Tihinen, Costco
- Jeff Thompson, MD, WA Health Care Authority
- Peter Valenzuela, MD, PeaceHealth
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PCI Data Sample Report
Appropriate Use for PCI:
Insufficient Information Report, Non-Acute PCI

% Non-Acute Procedures Not Classified Due to Insufficient Information
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PAR Charter
The Bree Collaborative
Potentially Avoidable Readmissions (PAR) Workgroup Charter
(Updated 10/26/12)

Problem Statement
Potentially avoidable readmissions (PARs) are common and costly events. It is estimated that nationally, the cost for unplanned or PARs in 2004 was $17.4 billion. The PAR rate is increasingly seen as a reflection of a local health care system’s ability or inability to coordinate care for patients across the health care continuum, and a high PAR rate is often a sign of inadequate discharge planning during transitions of care. Reducing PAR is an opportunity to improve quality and reduce health care costs in Washington State.

Aim
To reduce the number of potentially avoidable readmissions in Washington State.

Purpose
The purpose of the PAR workgroup is to propose recommendations to the full Bree Collaborative on how to reduce PARs within the following three general strategies identified by the Bree Collaborative:

1. Alignment with local readmissions activities. Identify alignment opportunities where the Bree Collaborative can promote and augment current evidence-based, quality improvement initiatives aimed at reducing PARs, including effective communication, coordination of care and ‘patient hand-offs’ during transitions in care settings.


3. Accountable Payment Model. Research and recommend components and structures essential to creating a successful PAR accountable payment model that aligns incentives, including warranty pricing, bundled payments, and other innovative payment methodologies.

Duties & Functions
The PAR workgroup shall:

- Report directly to the Bree Collaborative; present recommendations in a report.
- Provide updates at Bree Collaborative meetings.
- Research national and regional readmissions quality improvement initiatives and strategies that better align incentives, reduce costs, and improve quality of care.
- Consult members of WSHA, WSMA, other stakeholder organizations and subject matter experts for feedback.
- Create and oversee subsequent subgroups to help carry out the work.
- Post recommendations on the Bree Collaborative website for public comment prior to sending to the Bree Collaborative for approval and adoption.

* Semi-public refers to the direct sharing of results with provider organizations, purchasers of health care (employers, union trusts), health plans and other health-related organizations directly working on these initiatives. It does not include posting results to a public website or other distribution vehicles that result in the information being broadly shared with the general public.
Structure

The PAR workgroup will consist of individuals appointed by the chair of the Bree Collaborative, and confirmed by the Bree Collaborative steering committee. Individuals must have in-depth knowledge and expertise in at least one of the following: readmissions, payment reform, the health care delivery system, benefit design, and quality improvement. There must be at least one representative from each stakeholder group: employer, health plan, hospital, provider (including a specialist), and quality improvement organization.

The chair of the PAR workgroup will be appointed by the chair of the Bree Collaborative.

The Bree Collaborative project manager will staff and provide management and support services for the PAR workgroup.

Less than the full PAR workgroup may convene to: gather and discuss information; conduct research; analyze relevant issues and facts or draft recommendations for the deliberation of the full workgroup. A quorum shall be a simple majority and shall be required to accept and approve recommendations to the Bree Collaborative.

Meetings

The PAR workgroup will hold meetings as necessary.

The PAR workgroup chair will conduct meetings and arrange for the recording of each meeting, and will distribute meeting agendas and other materials prior to each meeting.

PAR Workgroup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susie Dade</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
<td>Puget Sound Health Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Eldoranta, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Quality and Safety Initiatives</td>
<td>Qualis Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Gifford, MD</td>
<td>Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer for Western Washington</td>
<td>Providence Health and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Gregg, MD</td>
<td>Director, Quality and Patient Safety</td>
<td>Swedish Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Haftel, MD</td>
<td>VP Quality &amp; Associate Chief Medical Officer</td>
<td>Franciscan Health Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Mecklenburg, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director, Center for Health Care Solutions</td>
<td>Virginia Mason Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Schaefer</td>
<td>Strategic Planner for Employee Health</td>
<td>King County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Valenzuela, MD</td>
<td>Medical Director</td>
<td>PeaceHealth Medical Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Committee Staff**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steve Hill</td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Bree Collaborative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Quinn</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Bree Collaborative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>